
Identifying, Hiring and Developing 
Successful and Happy Grant Writers

Define the Job

Competency-based Grant Writer Training Process

Grant writing...the art of persuasive argument
• Hands-on engagement with faculty 
• Strategic thinking 
• Storyline development
• Team building and coordination
• Document outlining and control
• Professional-quality writing and editing
• Best-practice grant writing training for faculty

Year
1

Pitfalls in Defining the Job:
• Too general/expansive for hands-on proposal help
• Unnecessary duplication of faculty expertise 
• Overlap with Sponsored Programs/PreAward role

Keys to Candidates

Consider in Interview Process:
• Time-constrained writing and editing test
• Mock presentation to interviewing team

Essential:
• Strong writer
• Relational intelligence
• Project management and multi-tasking abilities
• Comfortable with technical subjects

Helpful:
• Understands academic environment
• Familiar with proposal development process

Good writers can be value added even before they gain grant writing expertise.
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* Do not have an experienced grant writer to shadow/mentor? Embed new hire on large center 
proposals with a team of senior PIs for checks and balances of grantsmanship strategies.



Job Description 1 :  A Generalist and Not a Grant Writer

Coordinator of Research Development Services
Supports the strategic research initiatives of the Office of the Vice President for Research 
with a focus on supporting faculty in obtaining research funding. The position reports to the 
Associate Vice President for Research Development.

Responsibilities Include:
• Identify grant and funding opportunities focused on area(s) of interest/expertise/discipline
• Train faculty in using electronic resources for identifying grant and funding opportunities
• Assist in the identification and networking of interdisciplinary research partners for 

collaborative projects
• Assist in the organization, development, and delivery of workshops
• Manage limited submissions and internal grant review processes
• Develop templates, institutional background material, web-based resources, check lists, 

etc. to assist faculty in grant writing
• Provide grant writing coordination and assistance including editing, collecting institutional 

data and helping develop proposals from RFP
• Assist in growing campus-wide research programs

Minimum Qualifications:
• Master’s degree in science and engineering preferred, other areas will be considered
• Basic knowledge of federal and foundation funding sources
• Three years’ experience writing and managing documents
• Experience working with faculty and staff in university setting
• Strong interpersonal and organizational skills

Desired Qualifications:
• Knowledge and understanding of research and scholarly work across a broad spectrum of 

fields as found at a large public university
• Experience in research development at a research-intensive university

Too many responsibilities for one 
person. Only try this if you are 
searching with a wide net and then will 
tailor job to a candidate who stands out.

Good delineation from PreAward 
responsibilities.

Advanced technical degree + writing will 
get you applicants who are recent PhD 
graduates who have written their own 
journal articles and participated on a 
proposal. Use writing test with time 
constraints to clarify writing skills 
outside their technical area.

Instead of looking for technical 
expertise, you need someone adept at 
writing about technical subjects.

A fulltime grant writer can realistically 
support 4-5 proposals at most in a full 
service capacity with no other 
responsibilities. What exactly are you 
expecting in terms of “coordination” 
and “grant writing”?
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Job Description 2 :  For Grant Writers Embedded on Research Proposals

Grant Writer in Research Development Services
Works with faculty proposal development teams across the campus to write 
and edit large-scale, interdisciplinary research and education proposals as well 
as single-investigator proposals; facilitates overall grant writing strategies, 
processes, and partnerships.

Responsibilities Include:
• Facilitate overall strategy development based on grant writing best practices 

including compelling project rationale 
• Coordinate team development meetings and communications
• Establish timeline, outline, and process for proposal development and 

methods of operation for clarifying goals, activities, and responsibilities
• Draft non-technical and transitional sections of proposal and review, edit, 

and revise documents
• Consult with faculty on single-investigator projects, review documents for 

responsiveness, and provide recommendations and redrafts
• Connect faculty to partners across campus for broader impacts
• Lead grant writing workshops across campus and develop on-line resources

Minimum Qualifications:
• Bachelor’s degree in English, communications, science, engineering, or 

closely related field
• Four years’ professional writing and editing experience 
• Strong interpersonal and organizational skills, attention to detail, and ability 

to express ideas clearly

Desired Qualifications:
• Experience in science and technology fields preferred
• Strong portfolio of writing and editing for both scientific and lay audiences
• Familiarity with academic environment
• Experience in grant writing
• Knowledge of federal funding agency missions

Responsibilities targeted at hands-on help for 
faculty.

If only one grant writer, will likely have time for just 
larger proposals.

Need someone to help faculty translate technical 
content to a broader audience and context. Faculty 
are great at the “trees.” Need someone who can help 
articulate the “forest.”

A bonus.

You are looking primarily for a writer. Do not need to 
duplicate faculty expertise. Technical background is a 
plus, but excellent writing and strategizing is 
non-negotiable. Consider a writing test with time 
constraints for additional data point in your evaluation.

Community proposals may be more “fill in the blank” 
submissions and not necessarily indicative of being 
able to write a research proposal. 

If your candidate does not have expertise to deliver 
workshops immediately, you can bring in outside 
speakers/trainers. 



Moderately Experienced Campus Writer/Editor
Grant Writer Candidate Profile 1

Educational Profile:
• BA and MA in English with coursework in professional writing, editing, and 

creative writing
• Less than two years out from receiving last degree

Professional Experience:
• Tutored at a university-supported writing center
• Worked as freelance editor
• Held several university jobs (ranging from six months to several years) 

requiring awareness of campus processes, organization skills, writing, 
editing, report-writing, documenting processes, and verifying visual appeal 
of documents

• Proficient at office software packages such as Microsoft Office, Adobe 
InDesign and Photoshop

Other Information:
• Writing samples included academic papers, presentations, marketing 

brochures 

• Likely can immediately provide value-added writing and editing.

• Successful academic jobs and advanced degree suggests she communicates 
well with faculty and operates professionally in an academic setting.

• Evidence of multi-tasking and project management experience.

• Much of her experience in academia is as a student, not as faculty or staff 
member, and she is a relatively new graduate. Can she “steer” faculty grant 
writing teams composed of campus leaders?

• Without experience in grant writing and working with federal agencies, may 
take time to develop competence.

• If her communication abilities and relational intelligence are high, and she has 
time to develop grant writing-specific capabilities, she could be a great hire.

• Without evidence of comfort-level to think and learn about diverse scientific 
and technical subjects and write about them cogently, then this is a show 
stopper.
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PreAward Specialist
Grant Writer Candidate Profile 4

Educational Profile:
• BA in Management

Professional Experience:
• Experienced as budget specialist at your university
• Experienced with relevant software including FastLane and other internal 

systems
• Worked as administrative assistant for three years in faculty-founded 

business

Other Information:
• Familiar with campus environment
• Has worked with RFAs and federal budgeting 
• Strong references about work ethic
• Wrote an office training manual

• Extensive experience in campus environment.

• Evidence of organizational skills.

• Familiarity with federal funding agencies and research development culture.

• No professional writing experience so will need to verify writing ability. 
Training manual is not the same as persuasive writing.

• Pre-Award experience may not translate to strong grantsmanship skills.

• May not be comfortable with role as initiator in a large team environment.

• No evidence of being comfortable with technical content.  

• Need to ensure authentic interest in grant writing as a career.  
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Technical Expert
Grant Writer Candidate Profile 2

Educational Profile:
• MS and PhD in Biochemistry
• BS in Biology

Professional Experience:
• Experienced campus lab manager
• Postdoctoral researcher in medical school
• Some familiarity with grants but has not written them

Other Information:
• Resumé lists more than a dozen technical laboratory competencies
• Received research fellowship
• Award-winning teaching assistant
• Writing experience is entirely for technical journal articles and lab reports
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• Will be comfortable discussing and writing about technical content. 

• Evidence of organizational skills.

• Awareness of campus ecosystem.

• Can he coalesce text regarding other people’s work or just his own?

• No experience in grant writing or federal agencies beyond being on a team 
that submitted proposals so will have a learning curve.

• Need to ensure potential to be a strategic thinker within a big picture context 
rather than a narrow subject area.

• Make sure he has relational skills outside of immediate peer group.

• Determine capability of working with competing deadlines.

• No evidence of being a strong writer and editor. Technical journal articles are 
not comparable to skills needed for grant writing. This will not be a good hire 
unless you can conduct a writing/editing test to your satisfaction.

• Unclear if he is turning to grant writing as a ‘consolation’ career in lieu of an 
academic career or if there is sincere interest in this field. If he doesn’t really 
see this as a career, but rather as a job option, he may not be a long-term fit 
with your team.

Experience in Administration
Grant Writer Candidate Profile 3

Educational Profile:
• MS in Sociology
• BA in Management

Professional Experience:
• Experienced as administrative manager in several small business and 

government offices
• Responsible for budgeting for large office operation
• Extensive experience with software management systems and reporting
• Provided evidence of writing (annual reports, budget reports)

Other Information:
• Resumé lists varied external interests, including ongoing commitment to a 

family business
• Long career outside of academia
• Strong references about communication and organizational skills

• Proven competence in business communication and management of 
multiple tasks.

• Evidence of organizational skills.

• Strong likelihood of being able to work well with variety of personalities on 
campus.

• Will understand how to partner with Sponsored Programs personnel.

• No experience in grant writing or federal agencies so need to provide 
evidence of working within constraints and writing in this environment.

• Need to ensure potential to think critically and communicate ideas 
persuasively. Budget reports do not map to strong storyline development.

• May be a good hire ‘out of the gate’ but may not gain all necessary skills 
over the longterm.

• Could be a learning curve going from business culture to academic 
environment.

• No evidence of being comfortable with technical content.  
• Verify authentic interest in grant writing as a career.
• Little evidence of flexibility in schedule to accommodate time-critical projects
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